Hydronic heat pumps
Ideal for underfloor heating and cooling, and radiators
Hydronic heat pumps offer a versatile heating and cooling option for your home. This multipurpose technology is an efficient way to deliver heating and cooling throughout your home,
including pools and spas.
Turn your floor into a radiant heat source
Floors are warm to touch providing luxurious heat throughout your home
Mobile device control options
Optional feature to monitor hydronic heating from your home network or mobile device
Photovoltaic (PV) ready
Connect to PV solar panels, SmartGrid and other energy management systems
Dual-purpose heating
Provides underfloor or radiator heating, as well as domestic hot water supply
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Air-source hydronic heat pumps are
compatible with most systems for heating
and cooling floors, or radiators.
There is a range of options available, from
units for small homes and family homes right
through to apartment blocks.

Heat pumps efficiently create more energy for
heating water than they use in electricity to
run the fan and pump so they are a perfect
reason to reduce dependence on mains or
bottled gas.

Hydronic heat pumps are engineered to
operate efficiently even when outside
temperatures fall below zero. Advanced
technology ensures efficient performance
even in colder temperatures. The natural
defrost function engages in temperatures
around 0°C to ensure a smooth and efficient
operation when it becomes frosty in a New
Zealand winter.
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